COMPETITION TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. INTRODUCTION
   1.1. TAFE NSW – Illawarra Institute (ABN 91 424 136 683) of 3 Rowland Avenue, NSW, Australia (us or we or TAFE Illawarra) is conducting a competition through Facebook, Twitter and Instagram known as “TAFE Illawarra’s Instafamous Photo Competition” (photo Competition) accessible through the Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube social media platforms and www.illawarra.tafensw.edu.au (Competition Information Website).
   1.2. Participation in the Competition is subject to the following terms and conditions (the Rules). By entering into the Competition you agree to be bound by these Rules. If you do not accept the Rules, you should immediately withdraw from the Competition.

2. ELIGIBILITY
   2.1. The TAFE Illawarra ‘TAFE Illawarra’s Instafamous Photo Competition’ photo competition is a social media photo competition and is open to everyone.
   2.2. If you are under 18 years old at the date you intend to submit an entry, you must have consent from your parent or legal guardian to enter, and the parent or legal guardian must agree to ensure that you comply with the Rules. TAFE NSW reserves the right to request a signed consent form from the parent or legal guardian of a participant aged less than 18 years at any stage during the Competition. Parents or legal guardians will be required to accept the prize if an entrant under 18 is the winner.

3. HOW IT WORKS
   3.1 During the Entry Period (8am on Saturday 6 December 2014 to 10pm on Saturday 6 December 2014), Users must submit / share a photo of themselves at Choices Day standing in the supplied frame, posting the entry the TAFE Illawarra Facebook page using the hashtag #TAFEinstafamous. Alternatively, an entry can be submitted by mentioning @TAFEIllawarra and the tag # TAFEinstafamous in their entry on Twitter or Instagram.
   3.2 Photos submitted / shared that breach the Terms & Conditions of the social media platform used to submit the entry will not be accepted.
   3.3 All users that submit / share photos or mention @TAFEIllawarra and # TAFEinstafamous give TAFE Illawarra permission to repost the image on the TAFE Illawarra Facebook page, Instagram page, Twitter page and website.
   3.4 Users may submit as many photos as they wish during the Entry Period but are only eligible to receive one prize.
   3.5 All photo / video entries must be submitted by 10pm on Saturday 6 December, 2014.

4. SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
   4.1. Work must be the student(s) own original material
   4.2. Submissions may not contain, and as determined by TAFE Illawarra, in its sole discretion, any content that:
     - is sexually explicit or suggestive;
     - unnecessarily violent or derogatory of any ethnic, racial, gender, religious, professional or age group;
     - is profane;
     - promotes alcohol, illegal drugs, tobacco, firearms/weapons (or the use of any of the foregoing);
     - promotes any activities that may appear unsafe or dangerous;
     - promotes any particular political agenda or message;
     - is obscene or offensive;
     - endorses any form of hate or hate group;
     - appears to duplicate any other submitted Submission;
     - contains any personal identification, such as license plate numbers, personal names, e-mail addresses or street addresses;
     - contains copyrighted materials owned by others or any trademarks, names or logos owned by others;
• contains materials embodying the names, voices, or other indicia identifying any person, including, without limitation, celebrities and/or other public or private figures, living or dead;
• communicates messages inconsistent with the positive images and/or good will to which TAFE Illawarra wishes to associate;
• and/or violates any law.

4.3. All Submissions that do not comply with these official Rules or with the Terms & Conditions of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or YouTube or that otherwise contain prohibited, or inappropriate content deemed unacceptable by TAFE Illawarra, in its sole discretion, will not be accepted.

4.4. Each student must submit a signed participant consent form(s) via email to bree.ferguson4@det.nsw.edu.au for anyone who is visually identifiable in the photo and, if they are under 18 years old, this must be completed by their parent or guardian. The consent form is available for download via the Competition Information Website.

4.5. Photographs deemed by the competition organisers not to meet any of the competition specifications in addition to these terms and conditions will be disqualified.

4.6. You retain ownership rights in your original photographs however by providing the photograph, you or your parent/guardian are granting the TAFE Commission a perpetual, non-exclusive and payment-free licence throughout the world to:

4.6.1. reproduce, use and exploit the intellectual property, to the full extent permitted by intellectual property law in any jurisdiction
4.6.2. Reproduce, adapt, edit and publish the photograph in any associated promotional material, posters, advertising etc. including the TAFE Illawarra website, without limitation.

4.7. In the event that an award winner is subsequently found to breach the terms and conditions of entry, their work may be ruled invalid and the award deemed null and void. The entrant must return the prize(s) received.

4.8. TAFE Illawarra reserves the right at all times to determine whether an entry qualifies as an acceptable work. The decision of what is considered rude and/or offensive material will be at the discretion of the judging panel and competition organisers.

4.9. Entries which are in breach of Copyright laws and guidelines contained within the Terms & Conditions of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube will be disqualified.

5. JUDGING AND PRIZES

5.1. At the end of the Entry Period, a judging panel from TAFE Illawarra’s Media & Public Relations Unit will assess all entries which do not break the competition Terms & Conditions and will determine a winner. The entry that is the most creative and resembling to the recipe shared will be deemed the winner.

5.2. There will be three winners. The winners will each receive one fifty dollar visa card.

• The winner will be notified via a comment on their submitted photo / video. The winner will be asked to email their contact details to a designated TAFE Illawarra email address. Once details are received, all details of the prize will be provided.
• If winner/winners do not contact TAFE Illawarra by 5pm on Wednesday 10 December 2014, a new winner will be selected and contacted.

5.3. The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.

6. GENERAL TERMS

6.1. These terms and conditions may be amended, deleted or added to from time to time at the discretion of competition organisers and revised terms and conditions will be published on the TAFE Illawarra website in a timely manner. By submitting your entry, you agree to the full terms and conditions – so please read them carefully.

6.2. All submissions will be shortlisted and judged on their creativity and how effectively they communicate their message.
6.3. The judging panel has complete discretion as to whether to award all or only some of the prizes. Prizes are not negotiable and non-transferable.

7. INDEMNITY

7.1. The TAFE Commission and its respective officers, employees and agents have no liability for any costs, losses or damages of any kind, which you may incur, arising whether directly or indirectly. This applies in relation to or in connection with any material and/or information supplied by you to TAFE Illawarra’s Instafamous Photo Competition;

7.2. You will at all times indemnify and keep indemnified the TAFE Commission and its respective officers, employees and agents (in this paragraph referred to as “those indemnified”) from and against any loss (including reasonable legal costs and expenses) or liability incurred by any of those indemnified arising from any claim, demand, suit, action or proceeding by any person against any of those indemnified where such loss or liability arose out of, in connection with or in respect of any breach of these terms and conditions by you; and publication of or distribution of the material and/or information supplied by you.

7.3. Instagram is not a sponsor or associate of the TAFE Illawarra’s Instafamous Photo Competition. By entering or participating in this competition, you agree to release Instagram from any liability associated with the TAFE Illawarra’s Instafamous Photo Competition.

Privacy notices.
The personal information provided by you is being obtained for the purpose of the TAFE Illawarra’s Instafamous Photo Competition photo / video competition and general promotion of the NSW TAFE Commission. Relevant staff and/or agencies that may be provided with this information are TAFE NSW Institutes and the media for the purpose of promoting TAFE NSW. Provision of this information is voluntary but incomplete entry forms may not be considered. Information obtained will be stored securely. If you wish to access personal information about yourself or you think that your personal information retained by TAFE NSW requires changing please contact (02) 4222 2940.